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Although people can successfully adapt their speech perception abilities to understand foreign-
accented speech, there is evidence that it takes more cognitive effort to do so. This study 
investigated degradation in intelligibility of Mandarin Chinese accented English speech 
presented in noise compared native speech presented in the same conditions. The hypothesis 
to be tested was that the intelligibility of isolated words produced by non-native speakers 
would be more affected by noise than would native versions of the same words.  Earlier work 
(Rogers, Dalby, and Nishi, 2004) has shown this effect for sentence-length utterances. The 
present study included speech from two monolingual American English talkers and from two 
talkers who speak Mandarin as a first language and English as a second language. Ten American 
English-speaking listeners judged the intelligibility of 150 words spoken by each of the four 
speakers simply by repeating the words they heard. Fifty words from each talker were 
presented at each of three noise levels; 1) no noise, 2) +10dB signal-to-noise ratio (the words 
10 dB louder than the noise) and 3) 0dB signal-to-noise ratio (the words and noise equally 
loud). Listener responses were recorded digitally. The investigator transcribed the listener 
responses and analyzed them at the both the segmental and word levels. The results show that 
the addition of noise decreased the intelligibility of both native and accented speech, but there 
is no evidence that the accented words were affected more by noise than were the native 
words. This result may be due to the inherent difficulty of identifying isolated words compared 
to connected speech. Future research will investigate the length of time it takes listeners to 
respond to the two kinds of stimuli.  
 
